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12/04/04
Falcon 4.0/SP3 Campaign Mission Report #75
OPERATION ROLLING FIRE 
DAY 6 – 2245 HOURS

Campaign Status:

Unchanged. Offensive counter-air operations will continue until air supremacy is re-established
over the FLOT. Operations will include reduction of enemy air forces by both attrition and airfield
denial.

Objective:

This will be our third attempt to hit the ramp at Mirim. No doubt the tactical situation has
changed since the long ago flown F-111 mission, but now a successful attack has become the 
squadrons personal agenda as a matter of pride.

I’ve hijacked a SEAD escort flight that is heading up in the general vicinity of Mirim. Hopefully we
will still accomplish the fragged mission by taking out some of the SA-2 threats south of
P’yongyang.

Planning/preflight:

I’ve moved steerpoint #3 directly over Mirim to provide quick and easy targeting for the slaved
munitions. On ingress we will attempt to take out the three SA-2 sites guarding the southern
approach to P’yongyang. Since Mirim lies at the heart of this 3-site overlapping defense area it
will benefit follow on efforts to shut the airfield down as well as provide relief for the inevitable
strikes that will eventually target P’yongyang:
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Once again we will be outfitted with HARM missiles and JSOWs for the Mirim area. Unfortunately
the AMRAAM supply is once again depleted leaving us with only Sidewinders for our air defense 
capability:

Debrief:

Taxi time rolls around shortly enough and the control tower clears us for take-off. Runway 19 at
Seoul remains uncratered thus far allowing for a normal take-off:
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After my 4-ship flight completes the join-up just north of Seoul we start heading for the second 
steer-point. Already my radar is picking up a contact 80 miles distant. At that detection range I
already know it is likely to be an enemy bomber:

With no long range air-to-air missiles on board I’m forced to sit and wait while the enemy contact
falls down the scope. Off to the east an allied flight of F-15s takes on a flight of multi-role
MiG-23s knocking several of them from the sky:
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At 1000 knots of closure it only takes a couple of minutes to bridge the 80 mile gap separating us 
from the contact, now identified as an Il-28. Pulling up my air-to-air master mode I select one of
my four Sidewinder missiles and wait for the tone to rise:

As the seeker tone reaches a crescendo I press the launch button and my first Sidewinder flashes
off the rail. A quick check of the trajectory shows it isn’t leading the target however so I decide to
launch a second Sidewinder for good measure. The first Sidewinder never makes the turn and
rockets off uselessly straight ahead while the second missile takes up an arcing path toward the
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A see a brief bloom as the missile hits the Il-28 and I extend my speed-brakes and dump the 
nose slightly to follow the contact through its turn. Unsure of whether a single Sidewinder is
enough to take down the Il-28 my finger hovers over the launch button ready to fire another 
missile while I wait to see if he is still under control. Several seconds pass and soon thick black
smoke begins to pour from the rear of the wounded Beagle and soon I see the pilots eject from 
the stricken aircraft:
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Though not part of the mission, the opportunity for air-to-air kills always beckons and since the
MiG-19s have no radar guided missiles (nor do we on this flight) I feel the 4 v 4 fight is worthy of
our time. The PL-7 is however an all aspect IR missile, so care needs to be taken. Using the TWS
EXP mode I separate out the radar returns into individually identifiable targets. I pass targeting
instructions to the element and hand another target off to my wingman while I select a third
contact. The MiGs are headed away from us so in order to pique their curiosity I lock my target
into STT mode to ring his bell a bit. They accept the challenge and turn rapidly to engage us and
the closure changes quickly from 20 knots to over 900 knots. The smoke trails from the MiG-19s
stand out against the sky as the 4-ship flight splits, as does our own. I concentrate on the two
contacts splitting to my left and wait for my Sidewinder to audibly tell me I’m in range:

Following the MiG-19s in their descent brings me below my self-imposed floor of 14-thousand feet
and sure enough an SA-13 site chirps on my threat receiver. The less time I spend down there
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The MiG takes a direct hit and huge plume of smoke blossoms from the back as he tumbles 
toward the ground:

I hear my wingman call “Fox-2” which encourages me except for the fact that I only hear one
radio call. Later analysis shows the element did not engage their 2 fighters.

Using the energy from my descent I zoom climb up away from the lurking SA-13s and as I pass
through about 15-thousand feet the enemy AAA starts chasing me up as if to remind me I’m not
f  t   b t  I l
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Querying AWACS I’m surprised to learn MiG-19s are still relatively close by and I’m a bit torqued
that my element didn’t fulfill their orders to take out at least one of them. Turning to the AWACS
called bearing I immediately see why the element was not able to splash any of the MiGs since
they had turned tail and run at maximum speed. Already they are 20 miles distant and it is
hopeless to close the range to engage them, it would take all of my gas and burner to ever hope
to get into tail-aspect range with my Sidewinders:

As if to put a punctuation point that this engagement is definitely over a -29 spike appears on my 
threat warning receiver which hastens my departure back to my assigned flight path to the 
north-west:
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Recalling the hounds I put my flight back in order and proceed to the strike area to get down to
the SEAD business. I’m sure the strike flight I was supposed to accompany into the area is
mightily pissed at me for being late, but war is hell. 

Switching master modes to air-to-ground I start assessing the situation and formulating my plan.
(Sharks with laser beams!) Using the Horizontal Situational Display (HSD) and Harm Targeting
System (HTS) in concert I decide that I will pave the way for my flight with a single HARM launch 
against the closest and highest threat emitter (pink arrow) while I give the element and my 
wingman the next two closest SA-2 sites (blue arrows):

Using the HTS it is very easy to lock up a radar site, direct the wingmen to attack it, then 
re-designate another site for further instructions or attack it yourself. After doling out the
commands I re-lock the closest SA-2 site, ASSURE MY MASTER ARM IS ON THIS TIME, and wait 
for the launch cue:
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Approaching the target some light radar guided AAA finds the range and all I can do is hope they
golden BB doesn’t find me (does anyone ever get hit by high altitude AAA?):

Soon the reticule begins to flash and I press the pickle button and am rewarded with a flash as 
the HARM leaps off the rail:
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Breaking off to the left 90 degrees to the sites I watch on the HSD as the data-linked symbols
representing my wingmen press forward toward their targets. Hopefully my HARM will hit the first
SA-2 site early enough to keep them from endangering themselves by flying further into it’s
engagement volume:

A minute later my HARM slams into the SA-2’s Fan Song radar van and the red threat circle
blinks out on the HSD:
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I watch my wingmen press onward toward their targets and eventually they call out HARM shots 
of their own. Using the HSD I pull up the steer-point that I have placed over Mirim (pink arrow)
and switch weapons to the JSOW:
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Post flight analysis later shows my wingman took out one of the other SA-2 Fan Song radars and
the element took out what the intel describes as a “Microwave-2” which I assume is another SA-2
since that is what I designated for them.

With only two SA-2 sites left of the initial five, I target a remaining site and sick my wingman on 
it while I launch my remaining HARM at the SA-3 adjacent to it:
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My HARM kills the SA-3 site:

While my wingman drops a “Bruiser” on the SA-2 site, which is always an impressive explosion!
His JSOW blast radius kills the Fan Song and 6 other vehicles and launchers at the site:
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With our main objective completed and a little gas to spare it is time to do a little free-lancing.
Heading back south toward the FLOT I start scanning the area for targets to drop my remaining
JSOWs on. Unfortunately I have difficultly using the short range ground radar to identify the
targets and don’t have time to lock them up using the JSOW FLIR before they are past.
Remember a method from way back in LGB and Maverick training I decide to try a new
technique. 

On the targeting FLIR I change the targeting mode to BORE which effectively locks the seeker
head to the flight path marker. (Purists relax, I know the JSOW isn’t really targeted this way
using a seeker head…we all know the JSOW isn’t really implemented correctly in F4…it has rocket
swoosh for God’s sake!) As you can see in the HUD, the target designator (TD) box is collocated
with, and moves with the FPM:
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Targeting is now as simple as padlocking a ground object, in this case a static convoy, and
“flying” the FPM (and by default the TD box) on the padlocked target. When the two are in the
same spot, hit the designate key and the FLIR SOI locks on that spot:

Cont…
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Climbing away from the target convoy I look over my shoulder and padlock the damaged vehicles
that remain. Uncaging another (use “U” to remove the seeker cover for the JSOW) weapon I roll
over, again placing the FPM on the target, designating and launching:
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A JSOW about to make a BTR crew VERY unhappy:
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Working a bit further to the south I find another target convoy and repeat the exercise. In an
attempt to bring my flight into the action I padlock the target and order them to engage. They
have radioed they are down to 1000 pounds of fuel and answer “negative”. I don’t take the time
to check their weapons load-out which might have triggered a light-bulb in my head. With one
last bomb I roll in and drop and watch with satisfaction as a whole line of targets disappears in a
large blast.

Pulling off my last target I enjoy the feeling of CAT I maneuverability:
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Back safely on the ramp I shut down and pop the canopy glad to have brought the entire flight 
home this time:
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Diving into the blow-by-blow I soon see the error of my ways. Not withstanding that I didn’t
properly escort my strike flight into the target area (I had a score to settle with those MiG-19s!) I
look down the BDA list and see my last bombing pass was on a friendly unit!!

Apparently I worked a bit too far south and padlocked a friendly unit. That is why none of my
flight would engage it when I stupidly thought they were either out of weapons or due to low fuel
state they were refusing. Dumb!! I had gotten lazy and didn’t track my position relative the FLOT
line on the HSD and also failed to query AWACS (poor man’s JSTAR) for a proper ID.
Unfortunately my JSOW took out what appears to be a U.S. mortar platoon. 

The mission was rated a failure because of my lack of a timely escort, but my personal intended
goals were met. We significantly reduced the SA-2 threat around P’yongyang and I finally eased
my curiosity about the airfield at Mirim.
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The newly found technique of using BORE mode for weapons delivery is outstanding. It combines
the super accuracy of precision guided munitions with the good old fashioned Mark-1 Eyeball 
CCIP type of delivery. For low-threat areas I think the technique is a winner. (The mortar platoon
has offered a dissenting opinion by the way.)

BeachAV8R
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quote:

Heading back toward home base we pass a flight of Marine F/A-18s heading
north to run a CAP. No wonder we don’t have any long range air-to-air
missiles…the Jarheads are hogging them all!!

 

Sweet mission review!!!

--------------------
Lets all join AFROTC.
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Whenever i order an AI to attack a SA-2 site he
will launch both HARM missiles at one site/target.
Looking at your debrief, your AI do show the same
'tactic'.

I give 'Weapons Safe' command for the ai wingie(s)
immediately when i hear a launch call. This way
i can designate another target.

From: Kiel, Germany | Registered: Mar 2001  |  IP: Logged

AlexC  t d D b  06  2004 18 55                      
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Floyd - You are right on..they usually waste one HARM..at the same time I sometimes think 
the AI gets a little funky when I start issuing them the weapons free/hold commands. I've
noticed on a few missions that once I issue the hold command then try to get them to 
re-engage, I have difficulty getting them to follow orders.. Might just be me though...  

AlexC - Interesting..I've been harassed by some high altitude AAA but I can't ever 
remember taking damage. It is the low altitude stuff that always gets me...hehe..

BeachAV8R
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I have been nailed by AAA 2 times. First time was the best. I am flying along and the AAA
start poping. I think to my self "why do they even HAVE this stuff I never get "
BOM!!!!!!!!!(next line was going to be "hit by the stuff"
All the sudden im trying to adjust my flight stick and/yaw and trim. Soooooo yes you can
get hit by AAA. AND WHEN IT HAPPENS IT WILL WAKE YOU UP QUICK!!!!
When I did an outside view both flaps were point to the ground and useless.
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